Interspecies scaling of maximum tolerated dose of anticancer drugs: relevance to starting dose for phase I clinical trials.
This analysis was carried out to compare the predictive performance of two different approaches of allometry for the prediction of maximum tolerated dose (MTD) in humans from animal data. The two approaches used to predict MTD in humans in this analysis were (1) the use of a fixed exponent of 0.75 and the LD(10) in mice and (2) the use of the LD(10) or MTD data from at least three animal species (interspecies scaling). Twenty-five anticancer drugs were taken from the literature and used in this analysis. The results of the study indicate that MTD can be predicted more accurately using interspecies scaling than using a fixed exponent of 0.75. Incorporation of a correction factor known as mean life-span potential can also be used for the improved prediction of MTD for some drugs. One third of the predicted MTD from interspecies scaling can be used as a starting dose in humans. This approach will save time and avoid many unnecessary steps in attaining MTD in humans.